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filed? KX disputes claim:
was physically and mentally
abused." Four members of Kappa
Chi, three seniors and a junior, were
named as suspects in the complaint.
The police report includes Babis
allegations that he was kicked and
punched, spit and urinated on, and

had baseball bats swung within
inches of his head.
According to Babis friends, the
decision to file a report was trig-

gered by an active Kappa Chi
member's instruction to "walk

through a glass window" on Monday, Jan. 18. During the section's
lunch in Lowry Dining Hall, Babis
walked into one of the glass windows between the main dining room
and Lowry
"I saw this guy leaning toward Ihe
glass," said Anna Campbell 01.
who saw the incident from her own
table. "He didn't really look like
he was running land didn't look
like he was pushed." When Babis
248-24- 9.

struck the window, Campbell

heard a "huge, huge noise of glass

fered a cut in his left ear
requiring seven stitches,
five to six stitches on
each middle finger and
numerous cuts on his
arms.
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News Editor

Professor Thomas Falkner will be
nominated as the new Dean of the
Faculty by President Stan Hales at
next Monday's faculty meeting, the
Voice has learned. If approved by
his fellow instructors, Falkner will
likely succeed outgoing Dean Susan
Figge in June.
Hales announced his nomination
to members of the faculty in a letter
last month. "In nominating Thomas
Falkner to the position of Dean of
the Faculty," Hales wrote, "I am acknowledging the broad range and

high quality of his teaching at

Happy Hour is from 5 to 8
p.m. Friday night at the Under, : ..
ground. ,
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member suggested that
the window incident itsparked Babis' report.

"It was how

the

one gets scared," one

"I don't believe anyone picked
him up and threw him through a
window. No one told him to walk
through the window. The decision
to go through a window was by accident," said Krapper Jeff Van
Volkenburg '01. "No one told him
to walk through a window. You
could kill someone that way.
There's no rhyme or reason for
someone to try to kill someone in
Lowry Center."
Section President Josh Petrash
"99 denies Babis' charges categorically. "They did not happen." he
said. "I've been a part of Kappa Chi
for four years now, and I've never
seen anything like that occur. ...
don't like to call anyone inventive,
but generally, these charges did not
happen."
Petrash added. "Our new member
activities are not set up to mentally
or physically threaten our members,
or I don't think we'd have any." He
described what he says really happened during Kappa Chi new mem

hellmasters also alleg-

Cover page of the report filed with the Wooster Police
Department.

actives! handled it, how
they talked about it. They were not
remorseful," the new member said.
"They didn't show sympathy." He
said that the "hellmasters" (the four
suspects named in Babis complaint)
and other actives did not apologize

Wooster and his highly regarded
scholarship in his field."
Falkner, a professor of classical
studies and director of the Wooster-in-Greeprogram, "has had extenin faculty governexperience
sive
ment at Wooster," wrote Hales. He
has served on the Committee on
Committees, the Teaching Staff and
Tenure Committee and the Educational Policy Committee. Falkner
also served on the 1994-9- 5 presidential search committee.
As a scholar, Falkner has written
a variety of articles and reviews on
Greek culture and language. He is
the author of "The Poetics of Old
Age in Greek Epic, Lyric, and Trag
ce

"until they knew Babis had done

something and other people knew."
alleged that the
Two
hellmasters were intoxicated during
much of the process, swinging bats
at them while drunk. "When some- first-yea-

edy," has served as a visiting scholar
at Cambridge' University, and received a National Endowment for
the Humanities
early in his career.
As a professor, Falkner has widespread experience. He has taught
in the department of Classical StudSeminar Program
ies, the First-Yeand the Sophomore Seminar Program. He has directed the
program in six different
semesters. Falkner has also directed
the College's Summer Session programs and chaired the Department
of Classical Studies. He was hired
in 1977 as an assistant professor of
Greek and Latin after serving as a
Fellowship-In-Resi-den-

ce
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Wooster-in-Gree-
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"Drama in the Court
room." a Senior I.S. act

V

ing recital, will be presented this
Saturday at 8:15 pjn. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in Shoolroy
(Freedlander Theatre). Tickets
are required.

rs

V

"Deep Impact" will be the

next installment in the SAB Saturday Film Series at 7:30 and
10:30 p.m. in Mateer Auditorium. $1 admission.

one

hellmaster refused to allow a diabetic new member to eat lunch, only relenting when other new
members expressed concern about the medical
safety of the punishment.
One new member was
told to strip to his boxers as the hellmasters
circled his fat with permanent markers. "You
could tell he was embarrassed," one said. The
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cation process. One
self was not what

required to arrive at breakfast at

incidents:
1
-j-

ac-

count, adding details of
their own about Kappa
Chi's new member edu-

one has alcohol in their
blood and bats in their
hands, that's when somesaid.
The hellmasters allegedly used one new member as a "human golf
tee" and allegedly cut
another with a "small
wooden knife." The new
members reported other

Tas
--

Hazing alleged
Other new members
have supported Babis
allegations. He cited
three as witnesses in the
police report, and several have spoken to the
Voice under the condition of anonymity.
These new members

Falkner
Dan Shortridge

-i-

,

Kappa Chi. According to Reporting
Officer Donald Hall. "Babis stated
that during this hazingpledging he

breaking."
The police report
notes that Babis suf-

'.

Special Staff Report
Last Wednesday at 2:54 a.m.,
Christopher Babis '02 called the
Wooster Police Department and
filed allegations of hazing against
"

edly hit new members
with beer bottles and
crawl through cut glass.
them
made
"I got less than two or three hours
of sleep in two days," another new
member said, alleging that activities
often continued until 5 or 6 a.m.
even though new members were

temporary instructor for three years
at Georgia State University.
"I am also impressed with his
dedication to students and his ad-

ministrative experience," Hales
wrote. "In his 22 years at Wooster,
he has a record of achievement in
many areas of College life, has been

effective in collaborative efforts
with colleagues in numerous departments, and consistenly has sought
to contribute to a stimulating intellectual environment"
If approved by a majority advisory vote of the faculty on Monday
night, Falkner's nomination will go
before the full Board of Trustees
later this spring. Prior to nominat- IV

a coffee
sponsored by the

Java Well,

I house

Wooster Christian Fellowship,
will be held from 9:30 p.m. to 1
a.m. on Saturday at Mackey Hall
(Westminster Church House).

7:07 a.m.

Kappa Chi denial

1

please see KAPPA CHI
SUSPENDED; POLICE
PROBE TO END
THIS WEEK, page 3

ing him. Hales consulted with several faculty members, as well as the
faculty Committee on Teaching
Staff and Tenure.
The Dean of the Faculty is the
officer of the College. He or
she chairs the Educational Policy.
Academic Standards and Upperclass
Programs Committee, and is a member of the Financial Advisory Committee, Leaves Committee and Committee on Committees. The Dean
normally teaches one course per year,
and works with members of the faculty to develop the "most advantageous arrangement of classes and
courses." according to the College's
Statute of Instruction.
third-rankin-

Next Tuesday at 1:15 p.m..
Sister Kathleen Ryan, S.N.D..
will speak on "Charity and
V

Justice of the Scriptures:

Faith Makes the Links, as

part of the Clergy Academy of
Religion. Ryan will speak in
Lean Lecture Hall in Wishart.

g
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Columnist speaks on world affairs
Campus

Staff Writer

SGA MEETS: At its Wednesday night meeting, the Student Government Association discussed the letter which was recently sent to memAccess Committee. The Senbers of the administration by the
ate also approved a letter to be sent to the administration reccomending
that the Andrews Hall tennis courts be converted to a parking lot And
in other business, Brian Little '01 was accepted as the newest member
of the Senate.
ad-h-

oc

POLICE

.

KIDS TORE UP: Last Friday, Wooster police arrested a juvenile
Wooster resident for possession of marijuana. At 3 p.m, the department
dispatched two officers to Freedlander Park after receiving an anonymous tip. Upon arrival, the officers found 10 juvenile males "loitering
around some parked vehicles," according to a police report. The juveniles told the officers that they had no marijuana. The officers searched
the vehicles with the permission of their owners, and with the help of a
canine unit, found small pieces of what appeared to be marijuana in one
car. They also searched one driver and found two clear plastic bags full
of a green leafy substance in his front pants pocketT The substance was
tested and later proven to be marijuana; the juvenile was released into
his mother's custody.

DOMESTIC ASSAULT: Last Friday, a Wooster resident reported to
the police department that she had been assaulted by a male friend on
Tuesday evening. The assailant had been drinking, she reported, and
climbed on top of her and called her a whore. He punched her twice in
the face and choked her until she passed out, she told police. When she
regained consciousness, he struck her in the chest three or four times,
said a police report, and then choked her again until she became unconscious. She told police that Friday had been the first opportunity she:
had to get her three children to safety. Police noted bruises across her
noSe, on her upper lip, on her jaw, neck, chest, arms, shoulders and
back. Officers advised her to stay at Every Woman's House.
SHOTGUN STOLEN: On Saturday night, a pump shotgun valued at
$200 was stolen from a vehicle parked at Movies 10. The shotgun, a
Mossberg 500 pump slug barrel model, was removed from the victim's
blue Chevy truck after the suspect unlocked the driver's door after gaining access to the lock through a vent window.

CAR ROBBED OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT: Sometime Thursday, a
$200 Kenwood amplifier and two $250 Punch speakers were stolen from
a car parked in a lot on Mechanicsburg Road. The items were stolen
from a red 1991 Mazda. There are no suspects.
compiled by Dawn Packer and Dan Shortridge j

Soup & Bread in danger
Jamie Lynn

Staff Writer
The
Soup and Bread
program may be in danger of
lapse, according to program
Katy Geldrich '99. The program
still needs 60 people to sign up for
Tuesday dinner and 50 for Thursday lunch in order to meet its quotas. Every week that the program
does not run, said Geldrich, the total monies raised for hunger organizations decrease. "We lose over
$500 every week that we can't run
the program," she said.
The program will feature many
long-runni-

ng

co-cha-

ir

new activities this year, said
Geldrich. Entertainment will include several campus bands, such as
Stillpoint and The Churchmice.
Bingo and "coloring on the tables a
la After Hours Cafe" will round out
the program, she said.
Soup and Bread raised around

mindset," she said. "There was
nothing else that could have hap.
pened to it."
Geyer also discussed the subject
of China often mentioned as "the
great empire of the future." From

Daniel Frankun

$20,000 last year for local, national
and international hunger organizations. "It's really important to say
that we do give a lot of money to
help hunger organizations which aid
people both in the United States and
in other countries," Geldrich said.
"So it's not just like we're helping
one group or the other. We're helping people all over."
Everyone who signs up will continue to be entered in a raffle,-- said

Geldrich, who added that the
program's executive committee
"welcomes people's suggestions as
to where the money should go." The
only restriction is that the program
cannot donate to political advocacy
groups, only hunger groups, she
said.
The program will continue to recruit participants until it meets its
quotas, said Geldrich. Dining Services will grant the program an extension until that happens.

Nationally syndicated columnist
Georgie Anne Geyer presented a
survey of global problems in a speech at Gault Recital
Hall Tuesday night. Geyer, speaky
auing to a near
dience, argued that very few countries today are dealing with the global state of instability which began
at the end of the Cold War.
"I never thought I would see the
fall of the two greatest totalitarian "
systems," Nazism and Communism,
Geyer said. She said that she was
"thrilled" with the end of the Cold
War, as it meant that "American idewide-rangi-

ng

standing-room-onl-

als were victorious around the
world."

"A lot of important countries
now have no organic base" for
democracy and free enterprise, she
argued, resulting in a plethora of
political and economic problems.
Nations may have "great culture"
and "great history," she said, "but
they don't have these kinds of principles" which enable them to function today under a supposedly
democratic,
system.
The primary example Geyer pre- free-enterpri- se

her visits to China, Geyer

con-

cluded, the nation is not the world's
it is instead "a very
future
troubled, unstable country," she argued. China's political, population
and environmental problems make
.V.
j
.
uj
k "
a. it "a very problematical country,"
.
Ci
z Geyer said.
01
03
;
In the north, "whole rivers have
00 stopped flowing," she said, and cited
also the problem of "floating populations" roaming around the country in search of better conditions.
Georgie Anne Geyer
She predicted that its military "will
more
more
and
sented was that of Russia, "the first become
criminalized state in the world," she emboldened" as the country's intersaid. "There is no democracy in nal problems continue, leading to
Russia. They have elections, but it further problems. , ;:
In Iraq, a, "rogue state," Geyer
has no meaning." With the formal
political institutions unable to assert said, "all the years and years of oppression and all the years of invacontrol, "the Mafia has essentially
bought up Russia," Geyer said. sion" have created another very
threatening enemy for the United
"They just looted the country."
States. "A containment policy toRussia's collapse was "inevitable," Geyer said. "It became so ward Iraq is the right policy," she
corrupt, the empire became so heavy said. "You can't give them a single
... because of their totalitarian
step forward."
--

"
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Campus Council takes up alcOhol
Heather Milum

Assistant News Editor
"This letter is the result of what I
would consider a very comprehensive study of handicapped accessibility," said Student Government
Association President Karl Bekeny
'99, as he passed copies to the mem-

bers of Campus Council seated
around him. The letter, a product
c
of SGA's
Committee on
Handicapped Accessibility, concluded the first phase of the
committee's efforts to make
Ad-Ho-

Wooster's campus accessible to everyone.
Council studied the letter and its
suggestions at this week's meeting
and agreed unanimously that the
c
had done a superior job in
investigating the issue. At the same
time, Council decided to take further action on the issue by prioritizing the steps described in the hope
of eventually presenting them to
higher administration.
"We SGA can only make a suggestion," said Bekeny. "Council
could look at this for a week or so,
and think of some policy changes
we could present to the Trustees or
the president."
Council members appeared eager
to tackle the issue, with Director of
Libraries Damon Hickey reminding members, "You need to present
a plan of some sort to the Trustees
...In the absence of a plan, this
Ad-Ho-

will just sort of float off," said
Hickey.
Council spent the second half of
its meeting engaged in a detailed
discussion of alcohol use here at the
College. They focused mainly on
what efforts could be made to promote "legal" parties on campus, and
how the process of throwing an approved party could be made easier
and less costly.
Joe Gutowski, assistant director of
Student Activities, was present and
helped to provide relevant information concerning student consumption of alcohol. When asked about
The Underground's role in providing a safe place for drinking,
Gutowski responded, "Do I think it's
a completely safe outlet? No. Would
I rather have students at The Underground than off campus? Sure. Is it
really safer for them there than in
sections? Not really."

Member-at-larg-

e

Colleen Dunn

'99 commented, "It is extraordinarily unappealing to hold legal parties
... I think we need to go back to how
we can make sections want to have
legal parties."
Council agreed that the cost of

having the required party assistants was a major reason why
clubs and sections prefer unregistered parties, and discussed the
possibility of training assistants
within the sections. These students would then trade their services, depending on who needed
them, so that no one would be
serving alcohol for their own club
or section.
By the meeting's end, no official decisions were reached in regard to the alcohol situation.
Council does plan, however, to
continue the discussion until some
positive solutions are revealed.

Be the only paid Voice staffer!
an advertising representative to handle local sales and
maintain the weekly ad logs for the rest of the semester.
Billing and design might be in your future, too.
Learning the ropes now would give you an excellent chance
at securing the title of Business Manager next year.

We need

Unlike the rest of us, who work solely for glory and prestige,
you would have the chance to earn some cash by taking home
a percentage of local and national sales.
Call Dawn at x3608 to hop on the bandwagon
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Kappa Chi suspended; police probe to end this week
continued from page

1

ber education: "What we do is exactly how it's been for 30 years. We
do a lot of learning about the section, getting to know each other
that's what pledging is all about."
Van Volkenburg said that KX new
member education has never involved actions like Babis charges.
"Never was I deprived of sleep, or
anything. Never was I forced to do
anything or anything of that nature,"
he said. This year, he is equally confident that hazing did not occur. "I
know the two rush vice presidents,"
he said, explaining that their job is
"to assist the pledges with problems
they have." He said, "I know that
these two people would never allow
these things to happen."
Not all new members support

Babis' account of events. Nick
Kuhns '02 said, "I have the utmost
respect for the men of Kappa Chi,
and I think the whole situation
should have stayed between Chris
and the fraternity." He denied other
new members' allegations: "We
were never urinated on. We were
never beat. We were never kicked."
Kuhns did not feel that the pledging events went too far. "I knew that
ad jnyjbgst intn;ts
the active
in m1nd,luMthey iirfnjt
physically harm me," he said.

tebof

Legal action
Based on the police report, the
Committee on Social Organizations

met on Jan. 20 and suspended the
section's new member activities.
Director of Lowry Center and Student Activities Bob Rodda said that
the case has been "forwarded on to
the judicial system for their review
because of the potential that it may
violate the Code ,

of Social

tion or individual members is totally
unacceptable."
The case is now being pursued on
two levels. First, allegations of a
violation of the College's Code, including hazing, currently rest with
the College's Judicial Board. Sec- -

Re-

sponsibility."

system which is able to handle this."
If the judicial board should decide
on a sanction including suspension
or expulsion, it automatically comes
to Hales for review.
Plusquellec stated that the fact that
he is a Kappa Chi alumnus "has no
impact whatsoever on any decisions I
make about that section." Hales also
said he could "categorically deny"

CSO is primarily

rumors that he had received any phone

responsible for
handling violations of the New

calls from Board of Trustees Chairman Stan Gault "48, lobbying on behalf of his former section.
"Hazing is totally unacceptable
behavior on this campus and should
be addressed as a very serious infraction of the Code of Social Responsibility and College policy,"
Plusquellec said.
Hales stated, "It is the College's
policy that we will not tolerate hazing in any form." He refused to
comment on the rumor that the College would use the Kappa Chi allegations and the earlier judicial action against Beta Kappa Phi to abolish Greek life on campus.

Member Educa-

tion guidelines.
"There are any
number of steps
that they could
take considering

the nature of
what happened
and the CSO's
view of its seri
ousness, Kodda
explained. However, "CSO will do very little with
hazing," he said.
Dean of Students Ken Plusquellec
'54 sent a letter to Petrash on Jan.
2 1, the day after CSO met "I hereby
am notifying the membership that I
am suspending all rights, privileges
and activities otthe JCappa Qii sec- yeifutirthei Ajatkrf caif Be tidji-- !
dicated," the letter stated.
Plusquellec said, "I also made
note of the fact that any acts of harassment or intimidation by the sec

WHAT IS HAZING?
According to the Ohio Revised Code (ORC), hazing is defined as "doing any act or coercing another, including the victim, to do any act of
initiation into any student or other organization that causes or creates a
substantial risk of causing mental or physical harm to any person."
:--

r,,

WHO IS LIABLE?
When discussing hazing, the issue of liability becomes fuzzy, because
actions may be taken in two venues: criminal and civil.
- Criminal Penalties: Any person who is conv icted of hazing another
person may be punished by up to 30 days in jail and a $250 fine. Under
e
misdemeanor.
Ohio law, hazing is a
fourth-degre-

Civil Liability: Under Ohio law, a person "who is subjected to hazing"
may file a civil lawsuit "for injury and damages, including mental and
physical pain and suffering, that result from the hazing." The suit may
hold several individuals liable for damages, including: any person who
participated in the hazing; any organization whose officers "authorized,
requested, commanded, or tolerated" the hazing; any officer of the organization who "authorized, requested, commanded, or tolerated" the
hazing; any College employee who "knew or reasonably should have
known" of the hazing and did not "make reasonable attempts to prevent
it"; and against the College itself. As of press time on Wednesday, no
civil suits have been filed in this particular case.
-

WHAT IS A DEFENSE AGAINST A CIVIL SUIT?
According to the statute, the consent or "assumption of risk" by the
plaintiff is not considered a legal defense to a civil lawsuit. However, if
suit is brought against the College, an "affirmative defense" may be that
the school was "actively enforcing a policy against hazing at the time
the cause of action arose."

ond, the city continues its investigation. According to Captain Don
Edwards of the Wooster Police Department, "It should be wrapped up
by the end of the week, and then
early next week presented to the
prosecutor's office."
rPTasquellec, explained, "What
happens dmvnttrtvrris separate from
what happens on campus, as with
any judicial case."
College President R. Stanton
Hales added, "Certainly I am aware
that a report has been filed with the
city, and the city and the courts can
choose to pursue that as they will.
But from the point of view of the
College, we have our own judicial

A fractured group
"A lot of people are going to have
different views," Kuhns said. "Because certain people can only take so
much. If you're getting hit, if you're
getting kicked around, if you're getting urinated on. that's way too far.
Walking through a plate glass window
that's going too far, although I understand that was an accident"

Kuhns, like many of Kappa Chi's
pledges, stands by the group.
"There are certain traditions that
every single member has gone
through for 30 years and no one has
ever said anything about. ... And
18

obviously nothing ever has been said
in 30 years, and now all these allegations are coming out. None of that
happened," he said. "Certain
pledges are taking it too far. They
have their own agendas."
Rodda himself admitted that hazing, often, is in the eye of the beholder. "Hazing is really about the
reactions of an individual to something they were subjected to," he
said. "Every individual is different,
and what somebody's going to react to would be different."
According to friends, Babis has
returned to his home in Westlake.
OH and will transfer to Bowling
Green State University next year.
Tim Pettorini, head baseball coach,
said that he will be missed: "This
is a guy who would have been successful on the field, in the classroom
and in the entire Wooster community. I spent a lot of hours getting
him here, and once someone's here,
you never imagine losing them like
this. We shouldn't have to lose a
quality individual like Chris."
Kappa Chi, meanwhile, is trying
to just keep going. They have hopes
that "we don't lose our charter, they
returning Krappers don't lose their
that things
housing for next year
go back to normal," in the words of
Josh Wilson '99.
Petrash said that the real tragedy
is that the new member process has
been suspended for the other
pledges. "It's real unfortunate, I
think, that they might not get an opportunity ever to be a member of
Kappa Chi because of pending judicial actions." he said. "I feel real
bad for them. It's reallv their loss."

New member numbers dropping
Both at Wooster and nationally,
Greek numbers have fallen. Nationally, Greek membership fell three
percent in 1997, following a three
percent rise the year before. Arid at
Wooster last year, 149 individuals
pledged Greek organizations; this
year, 136 accepted bids, but many
organizations have already lost new
members, more than is typical.
k
CounAccording to
Matthew Anderson
cil
'99, the numbers may be down, but
that is not indicative of a larger problem. Anderson said that every
Greek group has years "when their
particular pledge class draw rs
smaller than usual, but there are also
years with huge pledge classes. It
Inter-Gree-

Co-Preside-

nt

may have happened that many
groups just had one of these off
years, and that next year the situation could be different again."
Delta Phi Alpha lost all eight
pledges, according to club president

Tonda Lee '00. Three pledges were
forced to rescind their bids due to
academic ineligibility. Four of the
remaining new members decided to
withdraw their bids due to unspecified reasons, and the remaining one
soon followed. Lee noted that these
decisions were made before new
member education even began.
Fellow club Pi Kappa has encountered similar problems this winter.
"We had seven pledges who originally accepted bids," said Pi Kappa
president Kathy Esch '99. "One
didn't return to Wooster in January,
and one was on academic probation
so she could not pledge."
Three other pledges left after new
member education began, some citing academic reasons. One, however, alleged pledge week activities
compelled her to drop out. According to this pledge, who wished to
remain anonymous, part of new
member education involved late

night phone calls which required
pledges to "get their asses over there
Bissman) and run errands."
Esch denied the allegation. "That
is not something that is true." she
said. "We're one of the only Greek
groups that has had no haing allegations made against us."
Esch regretted the lost class, saying, "Obviously, this is not our most
ideal situation ... We would have
liked a larger pledge class, but we've
been smaller in the past."
Lee echoed Esch's optimism, saying, "We made every effort to accommodate the ladies, but in the end
it didn't work out for either of us."
One group not part of this smaller
trend is Alpha Gamma Phi. which
entered new member education
with 22 members, up 12 from last
year. "I am very excited so many
women wanted to be part of my
and Alpha
group," IGC
Gamm Jennifer Ferguson '99 said.
Co-Presid-

ent

Special Staff Report: reporting by James Allardice, Nicole Dodds, Sarah Fenske, Matt Frank, Luke Lindberg.
Jamie Mapes, Dawn Packer, Wendy Pflug, and Dan Shortndge
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Administration speaks no evil
It's hard to know what's going on at this place. The ru
mor mill works overtime, the Voice only comes out once a
d
week, and the administration is
about things
that go wrong. At least one administrator expressed relief
that the voice would clarify the Kappa Chi situation for the
student body, which leads us to wonder just whose re
sponsibility it is to inform the campus about major
tight-lippe-

events.

.

Obviously, the newspaper should report on the situation,
but should the Voice be the only way for students to find
out what's happening?
Even we aren't that conceited.
The President and the Deans have acted quickly to inform us about the tragic deaths of Wooster students and the
possibility of meningitis. However, if lives aren't lost or in
clanger, strikingly little effort is made to keep us up to date.
Sure, campus alerts go up when beer bottles get tossed,
and flashers bare all in the parking lot, but when there are
allegations of, say, rape or hazing in the air, Galpin goes
strangely silent No information is willingly released and
.
little is revealed under duress.
Under normal circumstances, it can take a week to get
an I have no answer from the President, but Stan has never
been known to avoid a serious issue. However, many ad
ministrators seem reluctant even to agree to meetings when
there are questions that extend beyond the realm of policy.
Interviews are declined or limited to 15 minutes; ques
tions are requested in advance. Secretaries seem to be under orders to make appointment-settin- g
difficult, and one
member of the dean's staff arrived 10 minutes late to a
appointment.
One higher-u- p records his interviews without asking
or even telling
the reporter. Another administrative type
refuses to be recorded. "The case has been referred to J- Board" is a frequent refrain, and
is so secretive
that its results are often unintelligible to most students when
they are finally released a full semester later..,- If Galpin doesn't want students to look to the Voice for
the "official" word, it needs to clue the student body in to
what' happening or it needs to make the information available to those who want the facts instead of simply buying
into the surplus of hearsay. If Galpin wants the Voice to be
its messenger, it has to put out a message. Leaving the
campus in the dark is getting old.
The College has an image to protect, but it needs to re
member that its students have lives to live.
15-min-
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We are writing this letter as a response and apology to the letter submitted to the Voice last week regarding the previous Don't Throw Shoes
performance. We recognize the
gross errors that we committed during the show, especially the use of

Although we do freely
and openly admit the
error of our ways, there
exists a line between
making a stupid mistake
and wielding such terms
in hatred and malice.

the word "faggot" in a skit. In no
way do we find the use of this word
humorous, and we would like to
apologize to all of those in attendance for its use. Sometimes in the

heat of the moment things are

ing attitude on campus seemed to be
that without our Greeks we had
nothing to do," reflects the opinions
that I hear almost every day. This
"prevailing attitude" disturbs me.
When I stayed here as a prospective last spring, my overnight host
told me that there is constantly
something to do here, and those who
say otherwise take those opportuni
ties for granted. I agree. Students
who can find absolutely nothing to
do in a school of 700 students with
organizaat least 85 student-lea- d
tions, excluding Greeks, lack initiative, curiosity, and enthusiasm. I
have yet to meet a C.O.W. student
with the necessary lack of intelligence to fit this dull description.
Perhaps those who complain that
they feel trapped on such a small
campus, or that it could be much
more exciting here if we were closer
to a larger city, are really express- -'
ing a need to be entertained rather
than a need to actively participate
in extracurricular activities. It is
tempting to reply that perhaps those
who cannot tolerate studying in
surroundings should have
taken Wooster's setting into account
before making the decision to attend
this school. However, if they take the
time to contemplate exactly what
they mean when they say .that there.,
is "nothing to do", they may surprise
themselves with the results.
One of the advantages to attending a small school is the reduced
competition for active leadership
roles. Those who exert themselves
are likely to achieve success. We
have four years to take advantage of
the large and diverse number of opportunities offered on this campus,
most of which will disappear once
we're out of school, due to either
lack of time or increased competition
from more experienced adults.
1

blurted out that are not intended, and
often situations involving sexual
material and innuendo are unfortunate outcomes of audience suggestions during improvs. This is definitely not an excuse for our behavior, but we hope that people recognize that this is not a commonplace
incident and that we do not encourage its use in performances or rehearsals.
Although we do freely and openly
admit the error of our ways, there
exists a line between making a stupid mistake and wielding such terms
in hatred and malice. To be referred
to in the same context as the killers
of Mathew Shepard is something
that we do not take lightly. We are
aware of the ramifications of our
actions, but feel that any comparison to perpetuating desensitization
and the use of these violent words,
as well as any comparison to hate
crimes, is unfair. We are simply an One
the advantages
organization that thrives on enterto
attending
small
taining and making people laugh, do
inis
school
not condemn us for an isolated
the reduced
cident a moment of ignorance that competition
active
will be avoided at all costs in the fuleadership
roles.
Those
ture.
Again, let us reiterate our sincere who exert themselves
apologies. It is unfortunate that we
likely to achieve
have made ourselves an example of success.
a disturbing trend on campus and in
society as a whole, but we take full
There is no reason to waste these
responsibility for what we have four precious years. Victims of
done and pledge to not allow this to boredom heed to wake up and get
happen again.
involved. Talk to someone new.
Attend a meeting. Explore someDon 't Throw Shoes thing you've never tried before. Do
something! Please don't sit indoTo the Editor:
lently while the rest of campus
passes you by. But, if you truly want
I am concerned about the freto embrace boredom rather than exquency I hear students complaining
plore the opportunities available, at
that there is nothing to do on cam
least spare the rest of us your
pus. Last week's Voice article, "An whines. Form a whiners club and
Independent's Challenge", in which entertain yourselves with your comit stated that "Few students attended
plaints. After all, misery loves comthe events available, and the prevail
pany. And the rest of us will appre
semi-rur-
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ciate the freedom from listening to
your repeated lament that you hav e
nothing to do.
Emily Medley '02
To the Editor:
Hello, my name is Chris Liao. I
am a first-yefrom Pawtucket,
Rhode Island. My first semester at
Wooster has been just short of perfect. The only element that does not
allow it to be perfect has to do with
the Spanish Department here at the
ar

feel it should be

known that the College
is denying on$ of its
prized students ... the
opportunity to learn.
College. In the fall, Spanish 101 was
closed out, understandably. Spanish is quite the popular language.
Knowing that I had the opportunity
to take Spanish at a later date, I was
not too disappointed.
The reason why I want to take
Spanish is becuase I want to learn it
as a third language. I am already
more than comforlbiwithmy proficiency in French and it is one of
my aspirations to utilize both my
French and Spanish as an opportunity
to apply it in the global community.
What has disappointed me, however, is that in the course catalog
'98-'9the Spanish description for
101 clearly states that the class is
offered both fall and spring. To my
great disappointment, I discovered
that Spanish 101 was not in the
spring schedule booklet. I will welcome the justifiable reason(s) as to
why Spanish 101 is NOT being offered this spring.
I am attending The College of
Wooster for the opportunity to learn
new things. The College, however,
in not offering Spanish 101 when the
course catalog explicitly says it
would, denies me of that opportunity to learn anything new.
I understand not being able to take
Spanish 101 in the fall. But,to a student who looks forward to taking the
course in the spring because the
course catalog SAYS he has another
opportunity to and ultimately cannot, that is a disappointment. As far
as I'm concerned, Wooster has let
me down in this regard.
It is with deep regret that I write
this letter, but I feel it should be
known that the College is denying
one of its prized students, and no
doubt others, the opportunity to
learn. All other things considered, I
must say that I could not have picked
a better college. Thank you for your
time and attention.
9,

Chris Uao '02
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Greeks misunderstood
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Judgment based on lack ofinformation
Brian Little
board, and quite often a maid and a
Over the past few years there has

been a growing trend in college
communities. I have been hearing
more and more people sporting an
view. Having once been
social orgaa part of a
nization, this trend continues to upset me. It seems like every time I
open the newspaper, I read about
someone blaming Greeks for everything they don't like and don't understand about their school. I hear
anti-Gre-

ek

now-defun-

ct

countless accusations against
Greeks, such as they are a negative
influence on the campus or they
have too much social influence on
campus.
The thing that never ceases to '
amaze me about these accusations
is that people forget that all Greeks
are different All across the country, every organization that you encounter will be different and unique
in its own way. I agree that some
Greek organizations out there are in
fact negative influences on their
community. There are also a lot of
organizations that are very positive
influences on their community. Just
as you meet both good and.bad.
people aUwU,l,aiQ..ejicciunJeE
good and bad greek organizations.
To judge the entire greek system
based on the actions or statements
of a few Greek organizations is just
as ridiculous as to judge all independents based on the actions or statements of a few individuals.
.

.

Other people look down on

Greeks because they all go through
pledging. Some people think that
the pledging process takes away
your dignity and involves stupid, degrading antics. I was part of a Greek
organization, and when the time
came for pledging, I didn't lose any
of my dignity, and I was never
forced to engage in stupid degrading antics. Just like all Greek organizations are different, so all Greek
organizations pledging processes
are different. There isn't a big book
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There have been plenty of
parties that were worth attending since I've been here at this
non-Gre-

ek

college.
The worst misconception that I've
been hearing long since I decided
to join a frat was that all Greeks
think of themselves as part of an
"elite" social organization. No one
is "elite" and most Greek organizations do not think of themselves as
such. Most Greek organizations do
not look down on independents.
Becoming a Greek is a choice. Everyone is entitled to their own
choice. If the people, who say these
things actually bothered- to.go. out.
and meet some of the Greeks, then
maybe there wouldn't be this
misconception.
I can think of countless times
when I was talking to someone I had
known for awhile, and they found
out I was a Greek. Almost always
the first response was "But you're
not a jerk." No, Greeks are not all
jerks. Some Greeks may be jerks,
most Greeks won't be. Just the same
as some independents may be jerks,
but most independents won't be. If
everyone would stop trying to crucify the Greeks every time they
don't like something about their
college then maybe people could
concentrate on what is actually causing the problem.
-

Brian Little is a guest columnist
for The Wooster Voice

The

money also includes room and

t

rX'M

cook. Even in national organizations, dues are merely a way of providing for everyone in the organization.
Locally I keep hearing the complaint that the Greeks run the social
life on campus. Less than 30 percent of this campus is involved in
Greek organizations. Greeks do not
run this school. There have been
dozens of occasions this year alone
where I was at a small house or
someone's room on campus where
I had a blast sitting around and partying in a room packed with people.

inside all Greeks' closets called

Universal Guide to Pledging
for Greeks." They are all different
Some are degrading, some are not.
Some involve hazing, others don't
Another thing I keep hearing is
that a Greek organization is like
"renting friends." Joining a Greek
organization and paying dues is not
"renting friends." There is not a person in a million dollar mansion raking in all of the cash from college
kids paying dues. Dues are used to
accomplish the mutual goals of the
organization. They are used to fund
parties and formals, or to pay for a
canoe trip that the organization goes
on. In defense of national Greek
organizations, many whose dues are
over $3,000 a semester, the dues
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pro-choic- er

s view on the 26th anniversary
and alive.

Carmen Hotvedt

j

could rant on about
anti-choi-

ce

ofRoe

jt
r rrtrhn,rt
I
I

pro

privilege. Congressional
legislation and subsequent Supreme

Court decisions have deprived
women in poverty, women living
outside of the 16 percent of counties in the United States that do provide abortion services, and women
under the age of 18 the ability to
have access to abortion. Limiting
access and placing restrictions on
the right to choose, in a sense, voids
the premise of choice.
I suppose that at this point I could
ramble off to you the past 26 years
in United States history and how it
has been affected by reproductive
rights legislation. (Boring.) I could
provide you with details about the

Hyde Amendment, Webster and
Planned Parenthood vs. Casey. (Too
painstaking.) I could attack Operation Rescue or commemorate the
life of Dr. Barnett Slepian, a gyne-

ing Nuremberg files, which list
abortion providers: dead, wounded.

or

on

pro-aborti-

a

pro-abortio-

pro

of

sick of this reproduction rights propaganda and rhetoric. Instead of
writing an article that is intended to
bore you, to excite your irrationalities or to encourage you take political action, I have decided to level
with you as a reader. I assume that
you have the capabilities to find information from credible sources and
can make decisions based on your
moral standing (s) and the information you encounter. I also assume
that you will act in accordance with
your choices. So do what you want
with this article. Agree?
Disagree? Write to your representatives and congressional leaders. Join a cult. Learn more about
reproductive rights history. Practice
safe sex. Talk to others about it. I
am encouraging you to make your
own decisions.
Let me make a
I am
distinction: I am not
I know of no
I am not
or
who is
I respect the sanctity of
life in all forms. I support women
pro-choic-

e.

pro-aborti-

pro-deat-

pro-choic-

er

pro-deat-

h.

h.

pro-aborti-

on

v.

Wade

who realize that a pregnancy will
situation for themresult in a n
selves and the child, especially in
the United States, which has no national childcare program. I support
women who carry their pregnancies
to full term and choose to give their
children up for adoption. I also support a woman's right to reproductive choices as a matter of assertion
over the expected role of
women as mothers in
no-wi-

January 22, 1999 marked the 26th currently in Congress, which will be
voted on this year. I could denounce
anniversary of the Supreme Court
decision of Roe versus Wade 410 the religious right or the tactics of
the militant leftist activists. (Uses
The
U.S. 113 (1973) (USSCl
the extreme case to prove a larger
1973 decision (RE)legalized abor-- "
tion procedures for women in the point.)
Perhaps, though, you, like me, are
United States; it is a reflection of a
conwoman's choice and
trol over her own body as r nnt
I me mnAp
,
.
.
.
well as a guarantee to a ,. .
n,
not
am
distinction:
abortion,
legal
in
safe and
- choicer
-death. know
no
the past 26 years, however, not
this constitutional nght has wno ls
pro-dea- th
been reduced to a mere

give you the website to the haunt.

I

clinic bombings or give you the
bills
names of proposed

cologist who provided abortions
killed in his home last October.
(Plays to your emotions.) I could

Advancement!!!

Send a list of qualifications
and writing sample to Box C- 3187, Attn: Vpts

Abortion: It's a matter of choice

lam

society.

Being pro- -

choice is not about demanding abortions. It is
rather about demanding
the choice to have one
(legally, safely and in a
supportive environment). Women
who have had abortions are not
criminals or outcasts, and are deserving of respect for exercising
their Constitutional rights. The issue at hand is not abortion rights. It
is, rather, about choice rights.
There you have it. The
quintessential-on-

e-paragraph-test

imony-of-a-pro-choic-

er:

Carmen J.
Hotvedt. You may have seen me or
any number of Women's Resource
Center members at the table in

Lowry last Friday handing out
condoms, dental dams, showing
various forms of contraceptives, dis-

tributing information on birth control and reproductive rights. We
were celebrating the 26th anniversary of Roe v. Wade.
It is not the choice of states or of
the federal government. It is the
choice of women to act responsibly.

on.

Carmen J. Hotvedt is a
of the Women 's Resource Center (WRC), and a guest
columnist for The Wooster Voice- co-facilita- tor
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The Scovel carrels: the
Luke Lindberg
Features Editor
It's three o'clock in the morning
on Tuesday night. Ryan McAllister
'00 arches his back, extends his
arms, yawns and stretches. It's been
a hard night of studying, and it's
only getting harder. Tomorrow's
Geomorphology test has reared its
ugly head and is now threatening at
full force. He's only got a couple
hours left to cram.
However, although he's up at this
ungodly hour wishing he was
asleep, McAllister is at least happy
that he has somewhere to study. As
a geology major, McAllister has a
carrel on the third floor of Scovel
Hall, and for geology majors, this
building has no closing hours.
McAllister's key to the building allows him to get in whenever he
needs to, especially at four or five
a.m. when his roommate is definitely asleep.
Unlike other departments, whose
carrels are located in the libraries
and close when the buildings do,
McAllister's carrel is open 247.
This presents geology majors with
a unique opportunity that few other
departments offer their students.
Numerous students thinks that
this carrel set-u- p
is a major plus.
McAllister is one supporter, judging by the inordinate amount of time

that he spends on the Scovel third
floor. Karrie Karpinski '99 agrees
as well, "You get a lot more privacy
than you would at a normal carrel.
You get a couch, too. That's nice."
The Scovel third floor is a private
study lounge, complete with kitchen
facilities, a computer lab and of
course, individual carrels. The carrels, in fact, are unlike any others.
Not just the basic desk and lamp
combo that you see in the library,
these are cubicles that are about

McAllister's key to
the building allows

him to get in whenever he needs to, especially at 4 or 5 a.m.
when his roommate
is definitely asleep.

eight by 10 feet in area. Most include a couch that,' according to
McAllister is "kind of outdated."
McAllister's in particular looks like
the remnant of some '60's psychedelic acid trip. But hey, at least they
get couches.
They get cool cleaning ladies, too,
according to McAllister. "Esther
and Sandy are cool. They gave us
Christmas presents. They also keep
us up on all the custodial crew gos

all-nig-ht

sip," he adds.
Geology major Karpinski agrees
with McAllister. Karpinski claims,
"They tell us about everything. I
know about everything that is going on in their lives. They're awesome."
A lot of weird stuff happens on
the third floor in addition to the cool
buddy-budd- y
relationship some of
the students have with the custodial
crew. McAllister recounts a story
that took place about a week ago.
On his way to his Friday afternoon
Junior I.S. class, McAllister found
a strange sight right outside the carrel area. "There was some lady who
nobody knew that was just sleeping
on the couch. She had a sign leaning up against her that told somebody to wake, her up at 1:30,"
McAllister says.
But that's not the only strange
thing that has happened up there.
One instance, in particular, makes
the geology students lucky that they
still have this facility to use. One
night, Mary Beth Cheversia '99 was
working on a hydrogeology project.
A little tired and hungry, Cheversia
decided to make some popcorn in
the kitchen's microwave. "I put it in
for four minutes and went into the
computer room," she recalls. When
four.minutes. wasoip she weotout,
into the lounge, opened the microwave, and by the acrid odor that pre- -

'69: Chapel ugliness continues
In the Voice:

Chapel Fines Still in
System
The chapel program this semester will consist of three types
of programs: '"Campus Life,"
"Convocation Lectures," and
Assemblies." The
"Mid-mornimid-morni-

ng

assemblies are

ng

"mainly designed as campus forums," according to Mr. Twining.
There will be credit for all these
events. The programs will usually be on Tuesdays and Thurs-

days, during the designated
...
chapel hour,
10-1- 1.

There are major changes in the
unchanging institution of chapel.
There- - now exists a system of
graduated attendance requirements. Freshman must attend 24,
sophomores 8, juniors 8 and
seniors have no requirement.
Scott auditorium will again be
available for those unable to find
a seat in chapel, and credit will
be given for attendance there.
There has been an innovation in
the card attendance system. The
cards are now
and
they require the signature of the
1

1

three-by-fi-

ve

student twice, last name first preferably, to facilitate filing.
There is, of course, a penalty for
over cutting. This will be the lack
of reduction in attendance requirements for the following year (sophomores note this). After the junior
year, the penalty will be the imposition of a fine. ... The amounts of

chapel fines last semester was
$3,708.50.

Faculty Attendance Gives
Lie to Value of Chapel
Since the faculty meeting in late
October a rather sketchy but fairly
representative count of faculty attendance has been kept. The purpose
of the survey was to prove that the
faculty as a whole does not see the
convocation program as a significant part of the college community's
activity, or finds it to have no value
for them.
The reason the census was kept
was not that students are required
to go. Their attitude suggested that
the program has no value for adults
in the academic world.
Over a period of two and a half
months attendance was kept at 26
programs and seven free cuts were
given. . . . The average faculty mem

ber attended 4.4 programs during
that period and the average ad-

ministration member attended
1 1.3 programs. The average number of faculty members present at
a program was 24.8 persons or 1 8
percent of the faculty (this in
cludes 3. 1 administration personnel.)
. . . Assuming that, of the 33 programs, the faculty were required
to attend 15 times each, and assuming the fine system worked
exactly the same as with the student body, the faculty would be
fined a total of $39 1 ... . Fine notices will be sent to each faculty
member according to this system.
They obviously will not be required to pay, but checks will be
payable to the Lincoln Memorial
Scholarship Fund.

study headquarters
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photo by Amelia Kays
Admit it, this is much better than the lamp and desk that most people get

sented itself, she realized that she
had burned this bag of popcorn to
an extent no one can convey.
"I opened the bag and all this
smoke came out. I dumped it in the
garbage can and all the smoke still
kept coming out. So, I poured a
glass of water on it. That made it
smoke even more," Cheversia recalls.
Obviously, the fire alarm eventually ,wentJ2gjLnd Le.XeQ,ie!Sylca.
ated. HA fire truckr-and- smb ul ance
came," she said. Cheversia told the
EMT what happened and she recalls
them saying over the radio "burnt
popcorn," as they let everyone know
what was going on.
Since Cheversia has yet to be successful in burning down the joint,
the other option that the carrels offer is a place to sleep. McAllister
claims that "last year I had an alarm
-

clock, pillow and blanket down
there to use when I was really tired.
I got up two minutes before class
and went downstairs."
Sometimes for the snoozing ge

-

V-

.Mtt.

!hoe

ology majors, however, the nights
are not that peaceful. Sometimes
when McAllister sleeps there, "I
hear weird noises. I don't know what
they are." This does not help a guy
get a good night of sleep. "It's kind
of scary," McAllister says.
Fellow dozing geology major Sarah Skelly '99 agrees. "When you
are alone up there in the dark sleeping and a light comes on and you
hear footsteps, you will believe just

banythfflg93$:eiry'
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"One time 1 thought I was hallucinating," she adds.
It's now 4 a.m., and McAllister is
still hard at work. He stretches
again, gets up and decides he needs
a drink. He walks out of his carrel
and into the lobby. He feeds the pop
machine a crumpled dollar bill and
presses the button demanding a late
night Surge. The machine disagrees
with him and distributes him a
Sprite. He shakes his head. Its late,
he's tired and he was denied a Surge.
But at least he's got somewhere to
cram other than his room.

Shack Applies for 3.2
Beer License
The Shack, under the management of Jack Weber, has applied
to the Ohio Liquor Commission
for a license to sell 3.2 beer on
the premises. The State approved
application will be reviewed by
Wooster City Council next Monday evening before final approval.
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forms with navels" and other works of art

"Blob-lik-e
Melissa Myers
Staff Writer

Bole's

On Friday, sculptors Mary Jo

played in more than 200 solo and
group shows a museums and galleries in the United States since 197S.
She has been the recipient of a number of fellowships from the National
Endowment for the Arts, Ohio Arts
Council, Arts Midwest and Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. Kwong
is an assistant professor of art at
Ohio State University.
In an essay regarding the three

glass
'greenhouses conver intensively

work has been exhibited in 10 solo
shows since 1983, at venues ranging from Columbus to Chicago,

dog-house-siz-

ed

worked mosaic floors or 'memorials' such as the one that encapsu- -

Pittsburgh, Boston and Vilnuus,

Bole, Eva Kwong and Steven
Thurston will present "Displacement- at Ebert Art Center. A recep-

tion with the artists will also be held
in the museum's atrium from 4 to 6
p.m. that day and a question and
answer session with the artists is
scheduled as well.
The artists have traveled statewide
through the N.C.E.C, a program for
educating ceramic artists experimenting in conceptual as well as
functional ceramic art.
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artists, Zurko wrote, "Kwong's
X
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Kitty McManus Zurko, the
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'A Child's
lates the reliquary-lik- e
Metamorphosis," in which a janus-face- d
owl, a symbol of wisdom and
of sleep, is perched upon a tripodal
been recapitulating tombs and stand beneath a beaded-flowmonuments in her sculptures since wreath; itself reminiscent of Victo1982. She loosely bases her work rian hair wreaths which were woven out of the hair of the deceased
on the Victorian impulse to venerloved one."
ate the diseased and assign a physiKwong's works have been dis- experiences.
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Lithuania. She also recieved an
award at the Cleveland May Show
in 1982.
Zurko said, "Mary Jo Bole has

1

i

Kwong
like forms with navels
looks to the hidden world beneath
the skin."
An assistant professor of art at
Ohio State University, Thurston was
assistant studio manager at the Watershed Center for the Ceramic Arts
in Edgecomb, Maine prior to joining the Ohio State teaching staff as
a visiting lecturer in 1994.
Zurko noted, "Thurston's investigations in formalism are sculpture
studies about the illusion of rationality and reason. Quiet monumen-talit- y
describes the artist's attempts
'-

i

COURTESY

alien. Using abbreviated forms to suggest the body reaching arms or blob-

Cells" (1995)

Eva Kwong's "Bacteria, Diatoms

1

museum's curator, suggests, "One
definition of displacement is 'to
move or shift matter, ideas or emotions from their customary place.'
The sculpture ... in this exhibition
investigates various aspects of the
concepts of displacement in either
the emotional, physical or ideological realms."
Mary Jo Bole is an assistant professor for the Art Department at
Ohio State University. A 1979
graduate of the University of Michigan, Bole earned her M.F.A. from
the New York College of Ceramics
at Alfred University in 1982. Bole's
ii

biomorphis abstractions, made form
traditional ceramic materials of clay
and glaze, either sit quirkily on the
foor or hang on the wall, and tend to
appear both familiar and somewhat

to carefully balance and juxtapose
assemblies of cellular forms with
classical architectural elements such
as Corinthian capitals or cove moldings."
Zurko added, "Thurston's use of
architechtonic and Platonic forms
are intended to be references to
'failed heroism. and he has selected
such familiar western architectural
vocabularies as a way to question
beliefs like the Enlightenment era's
faith in the possibility of a better
world through the power of the mind
to liberate and improve society."
"Displacement" will run through
Sunday, March 28.
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Lauren Kulchawik
Co A&E Editor

sound was quirky and upbeat, combining jazz, rock, bluegrass, country, Klezmer and Cajun.

With lyrics like "In the closet Ed
McWoman, out of the closet Ed
McMahon," Hypnotic Clambake is
just the type of band to randomly
stop and play a show at Lowry. "We
were in the area for the night, and
we were bored," said Maury
Rosenberg (vocals, keyboard and
accordian).
Appearing at Bacchanalia two
years ago, they had a campus connection through Rachel Rutherford
'00. "Rachel's father came to our
shows, and we used to hang out at
his house, so that's how we met
Rachel," said Rosenberg.
A small crowd gathered at the Pit,
curiously listening to tweaked tunes
such as "Pork Brains," "Truckin'
Tie Die" (with nuand Shuckin,

Boston-base-

Hypnotic Clam-

d

bake has performed since 1990,
touring in Canada, the Virgin Islands

and throughout the States with
bands like Phish, Dave Matthews
and Public Enemy. "When you're
out there, it's a small, world,"
Rosenberg said. "I know it's a
cliche, but it's true. When I was in
music school I wrote a paper on
Thomas Dolby, and then a while
later I ran into him a record store.
He signed my paper."
Rosenberg is a Long Island native; the three newer members are
from Rochester, NY. Jeremy Phipps
("like the pretzel chips") plays bass,

Paul Amorese plays drums and
Brandon Hollinger plays clarinet and
sax. They call Larry Harris, their
sound man and RV driver "God" because, "Well, he just is."
Phipps said that they basically
write their own parts, and the process is very informal. Phipps explained why he became interested
in music: "I'm not necessarily in

merous references to LSD and
"shrooms), "Zen Master," "Russian
Ballerina" (a fantasy of taking her
out for Italian food when it turns out
her favorite is Chinese) and 'The
Black Wedding" (influenced by
Jewish Klezmer tradition). Their

Theatre plus pre-la- w
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Molly McKinney
Staff Writer
This weekend, the theatre department presents its second Independent Study performance of the semester, "Drama in the Courtroom."
It is a dramatic reading of an actual
court case set in the late 1980s. Creator and director Ben Klein '99 is a
theatre majorpolitical science minor from Burlington, Vt. He chose
his I.S. project to incorporate his
major and minor into one large
project.
Work on "Drama" began at the
end of last year, when Klein's advisor at the time suggested he do a
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ment into the RV, Hypnotic
Clambake's home. It was a mobile
version of an Armington room
lofts, a '70s sheik lamp, and a yellow and green paisly couch. The
motley group strolled from the

x
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A

photo by Amelia Kays

surprise appearance by Hypnotic Clambake
ber. On Aug. 13, 14 and 15, they're
performing at the O.U.R. Festival
(Outrageous Universe Revival) with
Rusted Pea, The, Johnsons, Stewed

Holden lot to the Quad. Rosenberg

said the band takes walks after
shows, "discussing things like, who
invented the question mark, and
other important topics."
. As a group, Hypnotic Clambake
was uniquely surreal. Wooster students can look forward to their appearance at Bacchanalia in Septem

CS1

(

I mm mm 11

Rosenberg is the prime song
writer. "Ideas come from the abyss.
There's a big circle floating above
all of us, and I just pick and choose
from what's in there. I like writing
about things that make me laugh: a
man who desires to be an ant, a
square dance caller who thinks he's
God Almighty, pigs, spiders, dogs
... Food is a big topic," said
Rosenburg. "As for the creation of
our name, it's because I like bands
that have animal names in them.
Since "The Clams' doesn't sound
cool, we turned it into 'Clambake'
and threw in an adjective."
After the show, fans loaded equip-

Mulligan, Acoustic Syndicate,
Swamp Mama Johnson and others.

For more information about the
band, check out their website at
www.hypnoticcIambake.com.

equals "Drama in the Courtroom
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fluenced by bands but moreso individual musicians, like Flea from
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Wes
Claypool from Primus and Victor
Wooten from Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones, who is without a doubt
the best base guitarist, he said.
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reading of a transcript from an actual court case. The point was to take
a courtroom transcript that has already been heard, change it slightly
to add drama and turn it into a play.
The script has been undergoing constant changes, whittling an initial
120 pages down to a final 28 pages.
'Trying to incorporate real words
into drama is hard," said Klein. "My
theory is that you can turn any case
into a dramatic production." While

Klein started out believing this
theory to be true, he is finding more
obstacles as he works. Although
Klein originally wanted to set the
entire production in the courtroom,
"A case may not be able to be dra

matic on its own," he said. "It may
need to have something special
about it, something happening outside the case."
This staged reading is a true dramatic production that includes costumes, a set designed by Joan Hammer '99, sound by Annalise Albright
'00 and lighting designed by Dan
Hatt '99. The chosen transcript is
from a Louisiana case in the late
'80s that ruled whether or not a father should retain custody of the
children of his deceased wife. Leila
Atassi '02 and Joe Leporati '02 play

the dueling lawyers, and Chris
Matsos '00 is the fatherdefendant.
The cast is rounded out by Alexa
Gilpin '00 as the judge and Isa
Gunther '02 as the daughter. The
four witnesses in the trial are played
by Doug Weed '01, Lynne Tamplin
'01, Clay Drinko 02 and Heather
Milum '02.
"The cast has been a big help, and
are never afraid to tell me what
works and what doesn't" Klein also
gives credit to Sarah Mengers '99,
for "keeping my butt in line most of
the time."
Uniquely, Klein has worked audience participation and response
into the performance. At the end of
the reading, the audience will be
asked to choose how the trial ends.
The cast has prepared three possible
endings, each with positive and
negative aspects. "Hopefully, being
able to choose the endings will add
an interesting aspect to the reading,
as well as making it fun for the audience," Klein says. There will also

'

ft

r. f-

i

-

be a survey included in the program
to give Klein an idea of audience
reaction. This is especially important to him as a future law student
examining responses to different
types of litigation techniques: "I
don't know if people will respond
to a sarcastic approach to law in a
positive way, or if it will turn them
off." Thanks to the audience survey, Klein will have his answer
soon after the production.
- Klein started in the theatre department with a small part in
"Three Sisters" and was on crew for
"Threepenny Opera." Klein is a
four-yemember of Hillel and was
on the film committee of SAB for
two semesters. Currently, Klein has
two radio shows on WCWS as well
as the "Campus Affairs" spot.
Klein feels that working on this
ar

production has taught him a lot:
"The most important thing I've
learned this semester is to take a step
back and make choices that may go
against my original hopes an dreams.
It's important to realize when you're
backed up against a wall and your
project is in trouble, that backing
down is the best way to improve it."
Klein is also happy to be included
in this years group of I.S. theatre productions, saying, 'This year's theatre seniors have put together a very
diverse season of projects, which really shows what I.S. should be
to
show how lots of different things can
be done within one major."
If you're looking to be impressed
this weekend, come to Freedlander
Theatre on Sat. at 8: IS p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. Be prepared to take
part in the drama in the courtroom.
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"A Civil Action": a tale of the legal system and its players
Ben Mizer
Staff Writer
Trust me when I say I've heard
my fair share of lawyer jokes. It's
difficult to plan a career in law and
not be bombarded by barbs about
the difference between attorneys and
scum-suckin- g,

catAc-

bottom-feedin- g

fish. In a strange way, "A Civil
tion" presents a case study in why
those jokes have gained currency
and, in so doing, it raises discomforting issues that cut to the heart
of the American
legal profession.

At
times
wholly enter
taining and at

others frustratingly flawed, the
film nonetheless leaves you with
questions that will linger long after you leave the theatre. At least,
that's the effect it had on this budding law student.
y
Based on Jonathan Harr's
bestseller, the movie tells the
story of Jan Schlichtmann, a personal injury lawyer who wins cases
by squeezing huge settlements out
of the people he sues.
Schlichtmann, portrayed by John
Travolta, has earned his Porsche by
having few scruples, and the throbbing strains of "Hard-DriviMan"
in the film's opening minutes illus
trates just how far the attorney is
willing to go for what he wants,
true-stor-

n'

Schlichtmann is on a roll when he
runs into the case of eight families
who lost their children to leukemia
in rural Woburn, Mass. Kathleen
Quinlan (of "Apollo 13") injects a
powerful sadness into her role as the

grieving

mother

who

begs

groundwater system.
Enter Robert Duvall as Jerome
Facher, the attorney for Beatrice
who hides his legal brilliance behind
an endearing set of eccentricities. In
a performance sure to earn an Oscar nomination, Duvall steals every
scene in which he appears.
Schlichtmann meets his match in
Facher, and some of the film's best
scenes feature the two in a legal
tango;
As
proceeds,
the
trial
Schlichtmann's firm slips deep into
debt as it struggles to bankroll the
suit's massive expenses. Mean- while, the lawyer himself begins to

It took a six mile run for me to
figure out what to write. During the
first mile, I thought "A Civil Action"
was just about John Travolta, a personal injury lawyer filing a wrongful death suit against two big corporations. It was about beating the
corporate lawyer (Robert Duvall)
and having the stronger case. Then
as I finished jogging up the hill toward Beall, it hit me: although "A
Civil Action" looks like a typical

Travolta's performance remains

David and Goliath courtroom

co-writ-

Schlichtmann to take the families'
case. Concerned only about the
bottom line, the attorney initially
turns down the case, only to learn
later that the deep pockets of a pair
of wealthy corporate conglomerates
may be involved. Schlichtmann and

his smalj firm
quickly file suit
W.R.
against
Grace . and
Beatrice Foods,
which own factories that have
dumped toxins into the local

understand that his clients' losses
may be more important than his
share of any possible settlement.
Although Eileen, my
is
the film does wonder
correct
about the ability to discover truth in
I think it also
the courtroom
moves into a deeper exploration of
the violent nexus of money and
morality in the law.
Ironically, the attorney who was
once driven by greed is instead
forced to displace his moral qualms
with the immediate need to remain
financially afloat. Unfortunately,

'

er,

static in the transition, and he fails
to make us believe that his character is truly having a crisis of conscience.
' Despite Travolta's shortcomings,
"A Civil Action" satisfies because
it confronts the realities of the legal
practice with brutal honesty. Unlike Grisham-esqu- e
legal thrillers,
the film trusts its audience to understand terminology like "complaint"
and "deposition," and it eschews
courtroom histrionics in favor of the
subtleties of settlement negotiations.
In the end, I appreciated "A Civil
Action" because it raised questions
that I will likely wrestle with for the
rest of my professional life. But can
I recommend it to someone whose
life is not the law? Yes, if only to
see Robert Duvall in one of the finest performances of the year.

Beginning Friday at

Cinemark

Movies 10

You've Got Mail (PG)
A Civil Action (PG-1Patch Adams (PG-13- )
At First Sight (PG-1Gloria (R)
The Thin Red Line (R)
Varsity Blues (R)
Stepmom (PG-1-

(12:50) 4: 15, 7:00, 9:45 p.m.
(11:55, 2:25)5:00,7:35, 10:10 p.m
(11:50,2:30)5:05, 7:45, 10:20 p.m
( 1 2:45) 4:00, 7:15,10:15 p.m.
(2:35) 7:55 p.m.
'
(12:25) 4:10, 8:00 p.m.
(1 1:45, 2:15) 4:45, 7:20, 10:00 p.m
( 1 2:35) 4:05, 7:05, 9:55 p.m.
(12:00)5:15, 10:30 p.m.
(12:05, 2:20) 4:40, 7:10, 9:40 p.m

3)

3)

3)

Virus (R)
She's All That

(PG-1-

3)

Coming Friday, Feb.

5,--

"Payback" starring Mel Gibson

Shows in parentheses are Saturday and Sunday only.
Sorry, no passes.

For complete listings any time, call

Eileen Imada

Staff Writer

drama, it is really more about taking a gamble than about winning
and losing.
student, Ben wrote
As the
the official plot summary this time.
pre-la-

w

That said, the
court case is
sentially a

es-

high-stak-

es

card
game between a

compulsive gambler and a card
shark. For Travolta, this means having the bereaved parents testify in
court, finding key witnesses and
driving the price of settlement up.
When he appears on television to
explain the Woburn case, he holds
up the photographs of the dead children as if they are trump. As the
case progresses, Travolta becomes
increasingly obsessive about taking
it to court, even at the expense of
his business partners.
In spite of the fact that Duvall
scotch-tape- s
the handle of his briefcase in court and hides out in the
company storeroom to listen to Red
Sox games on a transistor radio, he
never forgets that he must play the
game as a win or a settlement. The
eccentricity which distinguishes

Duvall from Travolta is also what
makes him more effective, enabling
him to unnerve his opponents even
if they happen to be right.
Although Duvall is captivating
and Travolta is decent, the rest of
the cast basically fit the role of movie
lawyers. One exception is William H.

Macy as Travolta's

nail-bitin-

finan-

g

cial expert who purchases lottery tickets as their firm goes bankrupt. Toward the end, Macy is the one who
finally confronts Travolta in their
empty offices, questioning why he

refused to settle the case earlier and
demanding that he settle now.
The question arises. "How did
Travolta get so idealistic?" He was
once a savvy lawyer who only cared
about getting the best settlement.
Now he wants to pursue this particular case to the bit
ter end. It could
be thai this case
strikes him as important, although
he said earlier about personal injury
cases, "A dead child is worth the
least of all." Another less appealing explanation might be thai he saw
it as a good bet
he had the truth
which would explain why he had
previously refused to settle. Ben
claims that Travolta begins to understand his clients" losses as more important than his share of financial
settlement, a point I did not find as
apparent.
If this were a story of personal
exploration like "Jerry Maguire."
Travolta's true intentions and motivations might have been more clear.
As it stands, "A Civil Action" is an
interesting exploration of the system, debating whether truth can he
found in the courtroom or if it really is just about settling.
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Wooster Sports Briefs

Gardner looks to finish career on top
college and be as good as I was in
high school and dominate like I did

Mens Basketball
14-3,8-

NCAC

-1

V-vr-

Earlham 44

Wooster 84,

Saturday

)

-

in high school. And that never
works, because college is a whole
new game. A lot of people think,
it's Division HI, so the players aren't
that good. Well that's not true. ...

r

--

Leading Scorers

You've always got to keep improving. And that's what I've tried to do
always, get better every year.
Improvement has been the whole
theme of his career. Gardner is one
of those rare college players who has
worked his way through the system.
"When I came here as a freshman, I

14 points, 8 rebounds, 3 assists

John Ellen wood
Brian Carlisle
Ryan Gorman
Steve Thompson

1 1

points, 6 rebounds

10 points, 4 rebounds
10 points, 4 steals, 3 assists

Wooster 96,

Wednesday

Allegheny 83

Leading Scorers
20 points,
16 points,
IS points,
12 points,
12 points,

Anwyan Reynolds
John Ellenwood
Chris Gardner
Ryan Gorman
Steve Thompson

wasn't ready.

3 assists

5 rebounds
3 assists
5 assists, 4 rebounds
4 assists

Saturday

Wooster 81,

4-- 5

photo by Ameua Kays
Chris Gardner '99 is third on the team with 9.4 points per game.

NCAC
Earlham 63

Leading Scorers
1

20 points, 7 rebounds
IS points, 8 rebounds
15 points, 2 assists
14 points, 3 steals . r;

or

Chris Gardner's '99 basketball
season has thus far been dramatic,
to say the least. The senior guard
came into the year as the team's
Most Improved Player, a
shooter who had worked his way
up from JV to a starting spot on var- -'
sity. He was playing well, peaking
with 29 points in the two games of
the Mose Hole Tournament, which
earned him MVP honors there.
But then, the bottom seemed to
drop out. Gardner went zero for six
versus Wittenberg in 26 minutes and
one for seven against Kenyon, and
he found himself riding the pines
against Ohio Wesleyan, shooting
just one for five from the field during his minutes on the floor. "I had
a lot of expectations coming into the
year, and they looked like they'd be
fulfilled at one point, and then they
... didn't," he said.
Now, however, Gardner's back.
"It's definitely been up and down,"
he said. "I think things personally,
and for the team, are back on track."
Put back into the starting five,
Gardner went six for nine against
Denison, scoring 13 points with six
assists in 8 minutes. He followed
hard-worki-

Wed.

Wooster 78,

Allegheny 69

Leading Scorers
Katie Montague
LeAnn Uhinck
Aleashia Washington
Maureen Mull

23 points, 5 rebounds
16 points, 6 rebounds
16 points, S rebounds
7 points, 3 assists

National Sports Briefs
Super Bowl hype ends Sunday
.

;

..

Two weeks of hype will come to an end on Sunday when the
Broncos and the Falcons kick off the Super Bowl at 6: 1 8 p.m. The
Broncos are in search of a repeat championship to send John Elway
out on top. The Broncos face the real possibility of Sunday being
Elway 's last game, although Elway has not made any official announcement about his future.
The Broncos will enter Sunday's game as favorites, as opposed
to last year when the Packers were favored to beat Denver. Atlanta,
making it to the Super Bowl for the first time ever, advanced to the
Super Bowl after defeating San Francisco and Minnesota.

Finally! The NBA set to start
After months of labor strife, the NBA finally got back to basketball this week. A deal was finalized, and the players were allowed to start negotiating contracts with the owners. Among the I
major deals that took place, Scottie Pippen signed with the Bulls
and was then traded to the Rockets. The deal completed the breakup of the Bulls dynasty and gave Houston the most vaunted front
line in the NBA. With Haukeem Olajuwon, Charles Barkley and
Pippen, the Rockets are poised for another run at the NBA title. .
The season is set to begin on Feb. 5, following two weeks of
shortened season will be 54 games
exhibition games. The lock-olong before the playoffs begin.
ut

shooter's not shooting, everyone

Sarah Fenske
Co-Edit-

Aleashia Washington
LeAnn Uhinck
Katie Montague
Stephanie Woodruff

wasn't good

then-roomma-

Women's Basketball
7-- 9,

I

enough," he says. "I knew that. I
had to get better. And I got a couple
of lucky breaks, literally." Gardner
was first inserted into the starting
lineup last season after
Rick Hochstetler '99 broke his
hand. As he says simply, "I got my
chance and made the most of it."
Moore agrees. "Chris has worked
extremely hard," he says. "His improvement has come from a lot of
hard work. He always practices
hard and works in the
Now, Gardner's hard work is paying off. He's shooting well and the
Scots are on a roll. He doesn't hesitate to address goals for the end of

ng

wants to tell him what's wrong and
tell him to make adjustments. Usually it's just the fact that they're not
falling, and there's nothing that
needs to change. A lot of it becomes
mental
trying to change too much.?
Gardner understands his game.

,

te

off-seaso- n."

TaLkjngtohirnyjpuetthsenjifii

lives and breathes' basketball, an, considered just a good program that
we win conference all the time and
idea he doesn't even try to dispel.
Ask him about his priorities, and he conference tournaments. We want
to win national tournament games
quotes Coach Steve Moore: "Aca- and be considered more than a good
program that wins a lot of games ...
We want to win big games."
But even with the importance of
basketball in his life, Gardner has
demies should be number one, but the sense of a bigger picture. Part
basketball should be one-- " v
of it, he admits, may have come
roomAsk him about the future, and he compliments of his first-yetalks about basketball: "I want to mate, the late Philip Yontz '99.
be teaching and coaching at some "People ask us why we still wear the
little
high school, far armbands, four years later, and it's
away from the big city."
that he's always still with us,"
And if you ask him about his sucGardner says quietly. "Coach
cess, you realize how hard he's brought him up the other day. He
worked for it. "A lot of guys get to thought we were being spoiled. He
college and don't want to improve, just thought we needed to rememdon't want to work," he explained. ber what was important, in basket"They think, well, I was good in ball and in life, and that made me
high school, I can just chill out in think a lot about Phil."

Cfiris Gardner.'

A

--

ar

back-count-

ry

1

that with nine points against
Earlham last week, shooting four of
six from the field. Last night at Allegheny, he contributed 15 points, a
perfect three for three from the field
and a perfect eight for eight from
the free throw line.
Gardner resists the idea that once
a shooter loses his shot, he's shot.
"A shot comes and goes, but it's
never lost," he said, disgusted with
the idea. "The next game you can
hit a couple shots, and it's back. It's
not a disease where you can't shoot
It's not that bad." Part of the problem, Gardner explained, is in the
overreaction: "Basketball's a funny
game like that. Sometimes when a
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Track ready for relays Lady Scots win Polar Bear Invite
Holly Bockbrader
Steve Bayuk

Tfm

.

111

The College of Wooster's swimming and diving teams suffered
losses to the Big Red of Denison on
Friday night, but came back and performed well at the Ohio Northern
Polar Bear Invitational on Saturday.
The Lady Scots finished first of six
teams, while the Scots finished second of six.
Both the men and women swam
an extremely competitive meet
against Denison, one of the top Division III programs in the country.
while the
The Scots fell 141-7Lady Scots lost
Bright spots for the men included
Wes Bennett's '01
finish
freestyle with a time
in the
of 21.98. Bennett also had a strong
showing in the 100 freestyle, where
he finished second (48.79).
For the Lady Scots, Leah Becki
'00 was a double winner in the 200
individual medley (2: 1 2.96) and the
7,

photo by Amelia Kays

indoor track season kicked off last Friday.

132-10-

5.

first-pla-

James Allardice

Sports Editor

The indoor track season got off
to a running start on Friday at Ohio
Wesley an. Coach Dennis Rice only
brought a few runners to' the meeC'
translating into a low disappointing finish for the Scots and Lady
Scots.
The Scots, led by Zac Althoff '02
race, fin
who won the
ished fourth among five teams.
Jacob Dodson '02 earned a fourth
race
place finish in the
with a time of 1:21.81.
Also chiDtrin in for the meit was
Shane Bartholomew 00, finishing
second in the shot put and Jody
Price '00 took third.
The Lady Scots finished last in
the four team meet Despite the
poor team performance, Mia Rarace
pier '00 won the
with a time of 45.6 seconds. Justina Williams 01 claimed the
;

500-met-

er

500-met-

er

J

1

300-met- er

triple jump crown, jumping
.30' 10.25. Williams also finished

third in the 143.75" in the long
jump.
hurdles, Lydia
In the
Kruse '02 finished second with a
time of 10.17. Also providing
solid performances for the Lady
Scots were Laurie Cappell '99 and
Christy Judd '00 who finished
5S-met-

er

third and fourth in the
respectively.
Judd also finished second in the
high jump, clearing 4' 10" and
Trisha Wiles 00 finished fourth.
In'the;Iong jump; Liz Farina '02
finished in fifth place! jumping
500-met- er

13'7.5V
.

Tracy Wilkes '99 finished in

sec-

ond place in the shot put with a
throw of 377" and Dee Dee Reid
finished in fifth place with 36'5".
This Saturday a full squad is
expected to compete in the NCAC
relays at Denison.

GREAT DECISIONS 1999

ce

50-ya- rd

500 freestyle (5:22.28). Jessica
Ritchie '02 turned in another strong
showing, finishing second in both
the 50 freestyle (25.28) and the 100

The Ohio State University
Tuesday,

7:30p.m. Gault Recital Hall

one-met-

er

er

1

one-met- er

er

1

Tri-Sta-

six-tea-

m

te

first-pla-

ce

Ohio Northern (548), but
ahead of Centre (108), Wilmington
(64) and Hillsdale
(79),
(8).
Individually for the Lady Scots,
Ritchie was a double winner in the
25 freestyle (11.64) and the 50
freestyle (25.25). In addition.
Wooster's women had a one-tw- o
finish in the 50 breaststroke with
Tri-Sta- te

Ellen Hunter '99 placing first
(32.27) and Beth Starling '02 fin
ishing second (32.64). Starling also

NCAC title to be decided
contjnjjed.froTOpage 12, ...

.

per game, 9.3 rebounds and 2.6 assists, Gorman has been a workhorse
in the middle all season for the
Scots.
Completing Wooster's attack in the
post is forward John Ellenwood '00.
Ellenwood is averaging 11.8 points
and 7.2 rebounds per game.
Of late, Steve Thompson '01 has
provided added punch from the outside. Thompson is currently third
field
in the NCAC in three-poigoal percentage.
nt

Global Population, Food, and the Environment
Fred Hitzhusen, Professor of Resource Economics

backstroke (1:01.94).
Wooster's women also made a
strong showing in diving. Sara
Connolly '02 placed second on both
(198.52) and the
the
three-met(198.15) boards, while
Natalie Goss '01 took third in the
competition ( 97.55) and
event
third in the three-met(178.65).
On Saturday, the Lady Scots were
victorious with 4 9 points in the
Polar Bear Invitational. Ohio
Northern placed second with 335
points, followed by Hillsdale (334),
Wilmington (75), Centre (50) and
(43) The Scots came in
second with 465 points, behind

Earlier in the month, when
Wooster's offense was stagnant,
there were concerns about the struggling guard play. In several games
the Scots had over 20 turnovers,
prompting Moore to make changes.

L

Moore's changes have paid off,

most recently with Antywan
Reynold's 20 point outburst on
Wednesday night. Reynold's solidified his own position as the starting

point guard and strengthened
Wooster's bench in the mean time.
Moore now can bring Pat Noles '01
and Nate Gaubatz '01 off the bench,
and both have significant experience
over the past two years.
In Saturday's drubbing of
Earlham, Brian Carlisle '02 came
off the bench to score a career high
11 points in 15 minutes. Carlisle
was one of four Scots to finish in
double figures.
Leading the team was Ellenwood,
who finished with 14 points, followed by Gorman and Thompson
who finished with 10 points each.

SUMMER JOBS FOR OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS
Now hiring wilderness trip leaders, cabin counselors, and program staff.
Come visit Sam on Thursday, February 4th
from 10:30 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. in Lowry Lobby.
An informational session will also be held Thursday, Feb. 4 from 8 P.M.
in Lowry Center lly.
l

finish in the 50
had a second-plac- e
fly (28.73), followed by Jacque

showing
Gray's '00 third-plac- e
(29.26). In the 50 backstroke.
Michelle Cady '01 placed second
(30.2 ) and Heather Van Almen '99
finished third (30.71). The Lady
e
Scots also brought home
showings in the 100 medley relay
and the 100 freestyle relay.
For the Scots. Bennett was a
double winner in the 25 freestyle
( 10. 3) and the 50 freestyle (2 .67).
1

first-plac-

1

1

Other

first-plac-

e

finishes were

turned in by Dale Edwards '01 in
the 100 freestyle (51.17) and Steve
Bayuk '00 in the 50 butterfly
(25.19). In the 50 backstroke. Eric
Knauss '02 placed second (27.91)
and Rich Anderson '00 placed third
(28.14) . The Scots also dominated
the relays, placing first in the 100
freestyle relay, the 100 medley relay, and the 200 freestyle relay.
Next week, the Scols and Lady
Scots close out the regular season
with a home meet against John
Carroll on Saturday afternoon.

Women 's

t!?"Llns
continued from page

1
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It also didn't help that Katie Montague
decided to have another stellar game,
going nine of 1 7 from the floor for 23
points to pace the Lady Scots.
The Lady Scot back court of Woodruff, Maureen Mull '02. Jocelyn
Horn '01 and Erin Gertz '00 also
gave the Gators a headache, as the
four rotated in and out to break what
was a weak Allegheny full court
press and create a number of scoring opportunities for Washington
and Uhinck down low.
9
victory improved the
The
and
Lady Scots' record to
in the conference. They return to
action on Saturday as they head to
Springfield for what could be their
of the
most important match-u- p
78-6-

4-- 5

7-- 9.

year with perennial

power

Wittenberg.

YOU CAN BE TIIE NEXT...

Roller, Lindbergh
Clark, Mapes or
Fenske!

7--

i

If that doesn't scare
you, you can be

tiie

next assistant sports
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Scots storm into Saturday's NCAC showdown
'Page 12

James Allardice
Sports Editor

Wooster sweeps series from Gators
James Allardice
Sports Editor
Something bad to give. The

three from the field, and a perfect
eight for eight from the charity
stripe. Center Ryan Gorman '99
and swing man Steve Thompson
'01 each finished with 12 points,
Gorman also had a team-hig- h
five
assists.
..
- Shooting over 60 percent from
the floor in each of the past three
games, the Scots have been on an
offensive tear. In Wednesday's cru
cial NCAC duel with Allegheny,
the Scots shot over 65 percent
Meanwhile, the Scots' are holding
opponents to just 34 percent from
the floor.
Over the past three games, in
which the Scots have averaged 92
points, Head Coach Steve Moore
has turned to his bench more. With
the experience of Brian Watkins
'00, John Wilson '99 and Pat Noles
01 coming in support, Moore has
seemingly the deepest bench in the
NCAC.
Watkins has scored 10 points in
the past two games, and is still.
Moore's defensive stopper. Nate
Gaubatz 01 also came off the
bench to score five points.

Scots entered the week with one

of the best defenses in the nation,
and the Gators entered the game
with the highest scoring team in
the NCAC. It seemed a low scoring game would favor the Scots,
while a high scoring game would
give the Gators the win. But things
are not always as they seem.
Despite giving up a season high
83 points, the Scots were able to

.

.

defeat Allegheny on the road
Wednesday night, with a final
score of 96-8The Scots offen
3.

sive explosion ended with all five
starters finishing in double digits.
Antwyan Reynolds '02 led the
Scots with a season-hig- h
20 points,
making three of five three pointers in just 24 minutes. Forward
John Ellenwood '00 was next with
16 points, pulling down a team-hig- h
five rebounds.
Chris Gardner 99 continued his,
triumphant return to the starting
line-u-

notching

p,

15

.

points.

Gardner was a perfect three for

V

-
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The Scots got back on track just
in time: - In time for the most cru-

cial week of the season, with
games with two of the top
teams in the NCAC, Allegheny and
Wittenberg. In time for a clash of
the NCAC's top two teams on
In time for the Scots to return to NCAC supremacy.
Amidst a flurry of line-u- p
changes, Head Coach Steve Moore's
team has rebounded after struggling
early in the month
back-to-ba-

Sat-urda-

ck

y.

Atj&fcefsse

straight wins.
Three of the
have
wins

CbriS

WZe&'

GaraZtt pp.

any questions about the Scots
struggling offense have been resolved.

Prior to last night's game, the
Scots have cruised past opponents.
With a 28 point drubbing of Denison
last Wednesday and a 40 point win
over Earlham. The Scots record
now stands at 14-"Last week was a very good week
for us," Moore said. "We played two
very good games and are playing
3.

V"

with enthusiasm again. We got back
to playing iip to our capability,
which was nice to see."
The Scots are fifth in the latest
regional poll, but they have the opportunity to move up if they can
defeat Wittenberg, which is ranked
fourth in the Great Lakes Region.
With two of the OAC teams ranked
ahead of Wooster in the region play- ing crucial conference games this
weekend, the Scots could propel
themselves into prime position for
the stretch run.
Additionally, the Scots can move
into first place in

and strung to
gether
five

come in an impressive fashion, and
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a win on Sawur.
day. Wednesday's

J0

victory left three
teams standing in

the chase for the conference title.
Wooster holds the upper hand, since
it will be playing both Case and
Wittenberg with home court advantage.
The Scots have been led by '97-'9- 8
censecond team
ter Ryan Gorman 99. Gorman
leads the Scots in all three major statistical areas. Averaging 12.2 points
Ail-Americ-

an

please see NCAC TO BE
DECIDED, page 1 1

File Photo
Steve Thompson '01

Montague leads Scots to

78-6- 9

win

highest of the season.
ground in the NCAC as they hosted
Luke Lindberg
However, Washington was cerAllegheny last night. Although the
Features Editor
tainly not the only one with the hot match was no blowout, Wooster
Nobody said winning was easy. hand. Wooster went 19 of 34 from pulled out the win. behind big nights
It's especially hard when you play the field in the first half, shooting a from Washington, Montague and the
the rough and tumble schedule that smoking 55.9 percent. As the first whole Lady Scot defense.
the Lady Scots face on a daily bahalf wore on the Lady Scots opened
The first half was a pretty even
sis. However, after taking a couple up a decisive lead of 9 by goaffair, with ho one team able to get
of knocks on the chin during a five ing on an impressive 28-- 9 run.
a solid handle on the other. The
game losing streak, Wooster is back
Earlham came back somewhat in shooting percentages were almost
in the win column and back in busithe second half and cut the deficit identical, as the Gators shot 46.4
ness in the race for the NCAC title. to six early on. However, Wooster percent from the floor and Wooster
3
With an
victory over would then go on a 14-- 0 run, essenpaced them at 44. 1 percent.
Earlham on Saturday afternoon, the tially putting the game away with
The second half presented more
1 1 :50 left in the contest.
Lady Scots snapped a five game
of the same, although eventually the '
winless streak to improve their
The big difference for the Lady Lady Scots found out where they
record to
The game was close Scots in the Earlham game, howcould beat the Gators: at the foul
for the first few minutes, but then ever, was turnovers. Basically, they line. The Lady Scots visited the
the Lady Scots began to signifididn't make 'em. Wooster surrencharity stripe 21 times down the
cantly pull away. The post was a
dered only ten turnovers, while they stretch, knocking 1 6 of those opporAchilles heel for the
took the ball away from the Quaktunities down.
ers, who had a devil of a time
ers 21 times.
Wooster once again killed the
ing with LeAnn Uhinck '02 and
Washington paced the Scots with Gators in the paint as well. WashingAleashia Washington '00, who both 20, while Uhinck and Katie ton and Uhinck each had 16 points,
had field days in the paint.
Montague '99 had 15 each. and the Gators just could not match
Washington finished with 20 Stephanie Woodruff '02 scored a up.
points to lead the Lady Scots. Gocareer high 14.
ing six of eight from the floor,
After the Earlham win the Lady
please see WOMEN'S BBALL
Washington's point total was her Scots were looking to make up some
38-1-

,
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81-6-

6-- 9.
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1

1

par-ticul-

Jessica Reinhart '00 tries to get a loose ball at practice.

photo by Lou Lin Die
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Men's Basketball

Indoor Track

Sat. Wmenberg (H) 7:30p.m.
Tues.Oberlm (A) 7:30p.m.

Sat. NCAC Relays (Denison) '
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Women's Basketball

Swimming and Diving

SaL Wittenberg (H) 2 p.m.

Sat. John Carroll ' H)
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